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Abstract— In this paper we propose a unique idea to create a
state-of-the-art adaptive building automation system. The goal
can be achieved by combining the control points of building
automation obtained by data mining with machine learning and
residents’ feedback. The system to be developed fulfills the needs
of a new kind of building automation system improving real-time
housing energy efficiency, healthiness, safety and security, as well
as comfort considering residents’ lifestyle.
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INTRODUCTION

Global warming has set a future trend for cutting energy
costs to reduce the carbon footprint. Reducing energy
consumption, cutting greenhouse gas emissions and
eliminating energy wastage are among the main goals in the
European Union (EU). The buildings sector is the largest user
of energy and CO2 emitter in the EU, estimated at
approximately 40% of the total consumption. According to the
International Panel on Climate Change, 30% of energy used in
buildings could be reduced with net economic benefits by
2030. Such a reduction, however, is meaningless unless
sustainability is taken into account. Costs for improving
energy efficiency must not increase the overall cost
accumulation. This evaluation calls for life cycle assessment.
At the same time, indoor air quality is recognized more and
more as a distinct health hazard. Because of these factors
healthy, sustainable, and energy efficient housing have
become active topics in international research; there is an
urgent need for a new kind of high-technology driven and
subject-matter intensive and integrative research.
Healthy and sustainable housing requires interdisciplinary
state-of-the-art know-how. The research comprises knowledge
not only of home automation and building construction
technologies, including heating and ventilation, but also of
other subject areas. The research requires expertise starting
from measurement device technologies, including reliability
and quality aspects, to computational methods for indicator
mining and machine learning to be used in the home
automation appliances, reaching eventually aspects of health

monitoring and diagnosis of occupants. In addition, the
sustainability aspect requires expertise on life cycle
management and supplementary processes to housing, such as
waste management and exploitation of secondary, renewable
energy sources.
Both energy efficiency and indoor air quality are
internationally important and active topics. For instance,
European Commission had a call “Energy-efficient buildings”
in the seventh Framework Programme, FP7. In the United
States, Pennsylvania State University alone received
significant funding from United States Department of Energy
to lead an energy innovation hub. As for the indoor air quality,
World Health Organization released recently new indoor air
guidelines [1] for selected pollutants. There are also many
recent, prestige scientific publications on energy efficiency,
sustainability, and indoor air quality. For instance, in Nature
journal, there are discussions on low-energy buildings and
their relation to carbon emissions [2] as well as on use of
biological indicators for indoor air quality [3]. In the Science
Magazine, there are discussions on using and extending smart
grids for energy efficiency [4], sustainability [5], and relation
of healthiness to environment [6].
The problem with healthy and sustainable housing is that it
is a moving target. As understanding of hazards related to
construction materials and indoor air quality are understood
better, the guidelines and legislation is adopted. Likewise, as
energy production technologies advance, new practices
emerge affecting the overall sustainability. It is thus wrong to
assume that by optimizing energy efficiency of housing
regionally at one level somehow solves the overall problem.
This paper proposes an idea how to enhance low-cost
technologies with machine learning and computational
intelligence. However, as each house has its own unique
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning properties (HVAC
properties), the developed methods for learning need to be
interoperable and adaptive. Furthermore, to compensate for
the joint effects of changes in the housing environment and
occupancy behaviors, the methods need to empower colearning processes. Co-learning is unavoidable, when external
stimuli such as climate change cause changes also in life-style.

Merging all this technology and related measurement data
would provide a unique opportunity to evaluate factors and
costs over the whole life cycle. This would also facilitate
measurement based sustainability analysis that is critical for
validating and refining current sustainability models. Figure 1
depicts these factors for co-learning in the context of Adaptive
House.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Previous Research Performed by Research Group of
Environmental Informatics
Research Group of Environmental Informatics from
University of Eastern Finland (UEF) has expertise on
measuring environmental data of both outdoor and indoor
phenomena. For instance, the research group has researched
[8,9,10] air quality forecasting by using computational
methods. Then, computational methods were developed for
data quality analysis and improvement. In particular, a toolbox
[11,12] for imputation of missing values was developed. UEF
has also published on energy consumption monitoring and use
of SOM for providing the occupant with more information on
personalized electricity use [7]. UEF has recently researched
energy consumption and indoor air quality actively, for
example [13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20].
B. Previous Research Performed by Data Analysis Research
Group
Data Analysis Research Group DARG from University of

Tampere has studied signal analysis, data analysis and data
mining associated to medical applications. Several of these
studies, for example [21,22,23,24,25,26], comprise
methodological development and research which can be
directed and extended to the progress of the current research
theme containing several types of signals and data from
various housing sources. For instance, the research group has
specialized in frequent sorts of data analysis of biomedical or
physiological signals, and classification of data to different
classes using, among other things, neural networks,
Kohonen’s self-organizing maps, clustering, discriminant
analysis, decision trees, Bayesian methods, nearest neighbor
searching and support vector machines.
C. Previous Research Performed by the Aalto University
Team
The DIALOG research team from Aalto University has
been studying and developing information architectures for the
Internet of Things since 2000. The objective has been to create
Intelligent Products [27,28] that continuously monitor their
status and environment, that can react and adapt to
environmental and operational conditions, are able to maintain
optimal performance in variable circumstances also in cases of
exception, and can actively communicate with the user,
environment or with other products and systems. The greatest
challenge with Intelligent Products is probably how to enable
them to adapt autonomously so that they could continuously
maintain or improve themselves without the need for human
intervention.

Fig. 1. Factors for co-learning in Adaptive House.

III.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES

Because healthy and sustainable housing is a moving
target, we need to focus on solutions, and methods for
computational intelligence that support co-learning enabled
healthy and sustainable housing.
A. Research Hypothesis
With respect to the proposed idea, the research hypothesis
is twofold. Firstly, healthy and sustainable housing must
consider the whole housing experience and, therefore, include
life cycle assessment. Secondly, because of changing
environmental and societal factors, we cannot develop
technological solutions in isolation from occupants; rather, all
solutions must take into account changing behavior and
conventions of occupants through co-learning processes.
B. Research Objectives
The proposed research requires focusing on the following
ambitious research objectives:
a) Providing reusable solutions for healthy and
sustainable housing.
To consider the healthiness and sustainability of housing,
the analysis on the level of individual housing components is
hardly sufficient. We will need to research solutions for
healthy and sustainable housing that take into account life
cycle assessment for the whole housing experience, starting
from the construction and lasting through the renovations, and
changes in living conditions and in society. The most central
solutions will be validated in our next research project with
the measured data obtained from existing living labs, such as
AsTEKa, and the output is used as an integral part in colearning processes and developed methods that support colearning.
b) Improving development of low-cost technologies that
support co-learning enabled healthy and sustainable housing.
Research is also required on developing machine learning
methods and computational methods to be integrated into
home automation. For instance, such methods are used to
detect anomalies and, with feedback from the occupants, to
learn to diagnose and predict the reasons and causal events for
the anomalies. We are going to study especially the use of
support vector machines (SVM) for the purpose of multiclass
classification. As SVMs were originally designed for binary
classification, we need to develop their applicability further
with the help of measured data. To support co-learning, we
will also use semantic methods, such as ontologies, to provide
enriched measurements and intentions that are correctly
understood by the occupants as well as the devices. To support
adaptive and predictive control, we need to extend existing
machine learning methods. Methods such as reinforcement
learning, inductive learning of rules and tuning of model
parameters for e.g. fuzzy controllers form the main initial
methodological framework. This framework will be tuned to
support co-learning processes. At the very low level, method
development is necessary in order to enable the processing of
both discrete and continuous-valued input and output
variables, as well as for satisfying requirements on processing

time and system stability, taking into account the available
processing power, memory, and the distributed nature of home
automation systems.
c) Researching novel, co-learning aware computational
intelligence.
The research has to also extend traditional machine
learning and computational methods to support co-learning.
Co-learning opens new possibilities for instance for clustering
methods, as they allow occupants to factor in new features for
the classification when occupants learn how their actions
reflect to sustainability. Similarly, reinforcement learning
methods, inductive learning of rules and tuning of fuzzy
controllers greatly benefit from co-learning; co-learning
allows emergence of conventions and evolution of cooperation
resulting in healthier and more sustainable housing. These
conventions and cooperation patterns are used on-the-fly as
basis for new strategies to control the HVAC properties, and
to detect air quality and consumption events as well as
anomalies. In housing, there are good indicators that are used
for measuring the success of novel co-learning aware methods.
These indicators include efficiency of heat recovery in
ventilation, the amount of energy used by the house in total
and by sub-systems separately, water consumption, humidity
and CO2 levels, as well as subjective input from inhabitants. In
addition, renovation costs, plans and expectations will be
modeled and integrated into sustainability assessment.
d) Method validation by simulations and case studies
involving existing sensor networks and living labs.
The developed solutions and methods should be evaluated
first by simulation. In particular, the detection, diagnosis, and
prediction methods that support co-learning for events and
anomalies will also be validated in existing living labs, such as
AsTEKa (described in more detail on section “Research
Material and Environment). Furthermore, all the data and
HVAC information mined from the data is to be collected and
stored. The data should also be augmented with metadata
supporting future research, validation and development
methods using machine learning and computational
intelligence.
IV.

RESEARCH METHODS AND MATERIALS

To achieve the proposed goal, we need to set up a unique
research environment. We shall discuss next the related
research methods and materials.
A. Research Methods
A constructive research method with a theory refinement
cycle, as depicted in Figure 2, will be applied. In short, a
problem solution candidate is inferred based on state-of-the-art
theoretical body. The solution candidate is then implemented
within a value chain. The implementation is validated using
simulations and experiments, and the results are then used to
refine the theoretical body, to infer a better solution candidate,
if necessary.
As mentioned earlier, the research requires focus on
researching methods for computational intelligence that
support co-learning process to enable healthy and sustainable

Fig. 2. Constructive research method for Adaptive House.

housing. Traditionally, computational methods, such as neural
networks and anomaly detection algorithms rely on the
existence of a fixed set of events, for which the methods are
fine-tuned once and for all. In case of healthy and sustainable
housing, however, the set of events is hardly fixed and is
likely to vary from year to year. Because of this, research is
needed to study different possibilities to enrich these methods
with co-learning.
At the heart of this research is the use of semantic methods
and ontology learning [29,30,31]. Semantic methods can be
used to articulate the state of traditional machine learning
algorithms as well as diagnosis and prediction methods to the
occupant. This increased transparency helps the occupant to
understand the practical limitations and workings of the
algorithms in case of deviations and failed outcomes. The
same semantics methods work also the other way around, to
help the occupant to articulate desires and indicators for the
computational methods to take advantage of. In a way, this
part of the research focuses on developing a semantic,
adaptive interface for the computational methods. For the
interface to work, however, the computational methods must
also be enriched and the way that they are applied has to be
reconfigured. This task is far from trivial. Even for supervised
learning methods, including neural nets, classifiers, SVMs,
and simple decision trees, training is the hardest step requiring
expert knowledge. We believe that the semantic interface
could not only simplify this step, but also provide novel ways
for the underlying computational methods to adapt to
changing circumstances. When thinking of all computational
methods distributed among all sensors and actuators in
housing, the role of the semantic interface becomes more
critical also in ensuring consistence among disjoint
components. The research on enriching the used
computational methods with co-learning is a joint effort
between UEF, UTA, and Aalto. UTA has recently been

researching biological signal analysis [21,23,24,25,26]
including methods on neural nets [22], machine learning [23],
and Bayesian models [25]. UTA’s research could focus on use
of SVMs for detecting housing by combining for instance,
suitably arranged rooted binary directed acyclic graphs [32].
Aalto has recently been researching intelligent products
[27,28], bi-memory models [33], and machine learning
[34,35,36] for control systems. The developed methods will be
validated first by simulation and then by implementing them
in existing living labs such as AsTEKa (described in more
detail on section “Research Material and Environment).
Co-learning enriched computational methods also form an
ideal framework for providing reusable solutions for healthy
and sustainable housing. Healthiness and sustainability factors
can be mutually identified and learned over time. For instance,
not only can the occupant express environmental effects of
various HVAC control strategies to the housing system, but
also the housing system can express effects of living habits
back to the occupants in terms of healthiness and
sustainability. In fact, over time the co-learning methods build
a knowledge base that can help further, to validate and refine
life cycle assessment models regarding housing.
Co-learning is also highly important in classifying low
level measurements. When an anomaly is detected, it is
necessary to decide how serious it is, if it can be handled
locally or if it necessitates external intervention – and by
whom, in that case. This is where co-learning enriched
methods will be of significant help. With an increasing
number of building automation systems, the amount of events
generated and shown to the inhabitants may become
overwhelming. It is therefore increasingly important to be able
to filter out the truly relevant ones, as well as automatically
taking corrective actions when possible. When using colearning, the number of correctly identified anomalies is much

better than in traditional cases. This is further assisted with
low-level method development. Many real-world tasks also
involve continuous-valued state variables that have to be
discretized in order to be usable by many machine learning
methods. Function approximation techniques such as neural
networks can be used for overcoming this problem. Methods
that make the use of machine learning with continuous-valued
function approximation techniques could be developed to be
better understood, easier and more efficient than it is currently.
Novel combinations of SVM-based classification and function
approximation methods with machine learning paradigms
could also be developed and applied to the building
automation domain, while ensuring that the theoretical and
methodological results remain generally applicable.

building and we have collected valuable information on
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and energy consumption for several
years. More detailed information of these measurements is
presented in Table 1.

B. Research Material and Environment
Initial measurement data can be obtained from the living
labs (e.g. AsTEKa) developed by research group of
environmental informatics. In 2010, the first prototype of a
wireless building monitoring and control system was
developed [13,37]. Main components of monitoring system is
presented in Figure 3.
Nowadays, the system is based mostly on commercial
products excluding few adapter cards for connecting sensors
to ZigBee radio transceiver and user interface. Overall, the
system has been installed in 21 residential buildings and in 10
school buildings located in the City of Kuopio, Finland. In this
paper, we will focus on one residential building in more detail.
As presented in Figure 4, it is a three floor residential

Fig. 4. Layout of the three floor residential building. Rooms are marked
as follows: Bedroom is BD, living room is LR, bathroom is BA and
technical room is TR. Pictures are not in a same scale.

The user interface contains six different sections for
regular users and special tools for administrators (Figure 5).

Fig. 3. Overview of wireless monitoring and control system.

TABLE I.
Measuring Point

MEASURING POINTS, PARAMETERS AND UNITS

Parameter/Spesification

Indoor Air Quality Measurements
Bedroom 1 (BD1)
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide, total volatile organic compounds
Bedroom 2 (BD2)
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide
Bedroom 3 (BD3)
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide
Living room (LR)
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide
Bathroom (BA)
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide
Vestibule
Temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide, particles (0.5 µm and 2.5 µm)
Building Automation System Measurements
Technical room (TR)
Outdoor temperature
Technical room (TR)
Electricity consumption, water consumption
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (district heating income)
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (district heating outcome)
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (heating circuit 1, floor heating income)
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (heating circuit 1, floor heating outcome)
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (heating circuit 2, radiator circuit income)
Technical room (TR)
Water temperature (heating circuit 2, radiator circuit outcome)
Technical room (TR)
Hot water
Technical room (TR)
Hot water foresight
Technical room (TR)
District heating energy consumption
Technical room (TR)
District heating water flow
Other Measurements
Living room (LR)
Fireplace temperature
Living room (LR)
Occupancy sensor
Vestibule
Differential pressure (indoor/outdoor)

Unit
°C, %RH, ppm, ppm
°C, %RH, ppm
°C, %RH, ppm
°C, %RH, ppm, ppm
°C, %, ppm
°C, %RH, ppm, count/ft3
°C
Wh, m3
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
°C
on/off
Pa

Fig. 5. Overview of indoor air quality page. End user can select sensors and a time window. The generally available sections are: a front page, a
consumption page, an air quality page, a weather page, a living diary page, and a report page. A user may have rights to all of these pages or some
subset of them.

C. Implementation
The proposed research requires at least following steps to
achieve expected results:
1.

The development of detection and classification
methods in the context of machine learning and,
as a specific task, methodological development
of support vector machines for multiclass
classification.

2.

Research on novel, reusable methods for lowcost home automation. In particular, developed
methods are to support co-learning processes and
sustainability assessment.

3.

Research on the theoretical foundations for
novel,
co-learning
aware
computational
intelligence. The goal is to merge previously
gained expertise on complex systems, emergent
dynamics, and formal methods to support colearning processes in computational methods,
such as data mining, inductive learning, and
fuzzy control.

4.

5.

Development and validation of models utilizing
measurement data coming from the existing
living labs, including AsTEKa, for life-cycle and
health impact assessment.
Validate the developed methods in a real-life
demonstration.
V.

EXPECTED RESULTS

By researching the proposed topic, there is a potential to
develop breakthrough methods at least for the domains of
Adaptive Control, Data Analysis and Machine Learning. The
strong connection with real-life data and applications could
help to validate improved energy efficiency and in-door
climate, as well as the safety of buildings and their inhabitants.
The research methods developed that could be developed in
this research could create new ways of studying and exploring
subjective experience, in particular, in the context of housing
and automation. Subjective experience is one of the key
motivations for adaptive control of HVAC properties. What
makes subjective experience a challenging research topic, is
that it may vary both spatially and temporally. Such a
phenomenon manifests in housing, for instance, as occupants
tendency to prefer different temperatures in different rooms
also depending on the season. One ambitious goal is to
develop methods to obtain key factors and causalities
governing subjective experience using machine learning. Such
methods open new ways to study also other phenomena, such
as human perception, individual healthiness factors (eg. stress)
and environmental issues.
The research could produce new measurement data and
intelligent methods that could be applicable in later projects.
The data is not limited to adaptive HVAC control; it can also
be used, for instance in studying indoor healthiness issues. The
implemented intelligent methods have an immediate
applicability in industry for improving HVAC devices.

VI.

CONCLUSION

As mentioned earlier, this paper proposes a unique
research agenda to create a state-of-the-art adaptive building
automation system. The proposed research could produce new
measurement data and intelligent methods that can be applied
also in other fields than housing and control technology. The
data, in particular, is not limited to adaptive HVAC control; it
can also be used, for instance, in studying indoor healthiness
issues and in the research of human behavior and perceptions.
The implemented intelligent methods have an immediate
applicability in industry for improving HVAC devices and
control systems.
The wide research and development of unique systems
respond to future challenges of energy efficiency in buildings
and residential comfort. New kinds of innovations have the
opportunity to be widely applied in both new buildings and
renovation of already existing buildings.
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